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What appears to be a plane detonation propagating in a steady manner 

is actually a complex multifront detonation which is highly non-steady 

within the period of one cell length. The lead shock of the detonation 

attenuates from the beginning to the end of the cell. The collision of 

transverse waves at the end of the cell discontinuously increases the 

strength of the lead shock to its value at the beginning of the cell. 

The reactive gas mixture through which the detonation propagates, is 

instantaneously processed by the lead shock according to definite kinetic 

rate laws. The gasdynamics of the unsteady flow field interacts with 

the heat release effects of the chemical reactions to influence the 

properties of the flow and the strength of the lead shock at later 

times. This in turn influences the strength and character of the 

transverse wave collision mechanism at the end of the cell. 

To study this coupling between the chemical kinetics and the 

gasdynamics, the lead shock has been modeled as a cylindrical blast 

wave propagating into a reactive hydrogen-oxygen mixture diluted with 

argon. The unsteady reactive flow field is computed using a method of 

characteristics analysis in cylindrical co-ordinates. The chemical 

composition of the hydrogen-oxygen system in the reactive region following 

the induction period is obtained by using the Partial Equilibrium hypothesis, 

A piston velocity calculated from blast wave theory is used as an input 

parameter controlling the rate of lead shock decay. 
•■-. 
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The results of the calculation show that the interaction of the chemical 

kinetics and the gasdynamics during the unsteady gas expansion behind a 

pure cylindrical detonation wave does indeed affect the flow properties 

downstream of the lead shock. Heat addition effects cause a faster decrease 

of the flow velocity and increase the rate of lead shock decay as compared 

with the non-reactive case. The temperature rises in the reactive region 

following the induction period due to the exothermic recombination reactions 

of the hydrogen-oxygen system. 

The rate and extent of lead shock decay is strongly influenced by the 

rate and extent of chemical reaction, which is itself dependent on the 

initial pressure and mixture composition. The strength and character of the 

transverse wave collision-mechanism is coupled with the strength and decay 

rate of the lead shock. The results show that a decoupling of the shock 

and reaction fronts occurs at some point in the shock trajectory, after 

which the lead shock decay rate is analogous to the decay rate of the 

shock in the frozen composition gas.  It is concluded from this study that 

the lead shock spontaneously chooses the optimum strength and decay rate, 

consistent with the initial composition, initial pressure and the rate 

and extent of chemical reaction, such that the related strength of the 

transverse wave mechanism, operating within the limits of explosion, 

regenerates the lead shock to its strength at the beginning of the cell. 

A detonation fails when the strengths of the lead shock and transverse 

waves and the properties of the gas at the end of the cell are such that 

the collision of the transverse waves is unable to cause spontaneous 

explosion of the gas. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

A detonation is generally defined as a shock wave followed by a region 

of exothermic chemical reaction. A shock wave passing through a gas capable 

of reacting, first raises its temperature and pressure. In some systems, 

such as the hydrogen-oxygen system the gas subsequently suffers an induction 

period. At the end of the induction period, the gas reacts converting 

chemical energy into thermal energy. During this process the temperature 

of the gas increases while its pressure and density decrease. The composition 

of the gas changes during the entire reaction period until finally it stabi- 

lizes at some equilibrium value consistent with the prevailing thermodynamic 

and hydrodynamic constraints. The region of chemical reaction that lies in 

the wake of the shock is usually termed the reaction wave. In the simplest 

plane, steady case this reaction wave travels at the same speed as the shock 

wave, so that the whole travels as one complex. 

A detonation may be initiated when a flame accelerates causing distur- 

bances to propagate ahead of it to form a shock wave ' . After the prelimi- 

nary initiating process, the detonation propagates in a steady manner for 

all macroscopic purposes. On the other hand it is possible for a detonation 

wave to attenuate and decay causing the reaction wave to move farther and 

farther away from the shock front, until finally the detonation ceases to 

propagate any further. 

Since the discovery of detonative combustion in 1881 a considerable 

amount of effort has been expended in attempting to understand its method 

of propagation, as well as the specific nature of the coupling between the 

shock and the chemical reaction occurring behind it. Led by the fact that 

a detonation is essentially a shock transition followed by a region of heat 

release through chemical reaction, early investigators applied the equations 
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of Rankine and riugoniot for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy 

across the shock discontinuity. The heat liberated through chemical reaction 

was taken into account by an additional term in the energy equation-  Since for 

a given set of initial conditions and a prescribed value for the heat release, 

a large number of final states satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, it was 

left for Chapman and Jouguet to postulate relevant criteria establishing 

the unique final state which would yield the required solution. The Chapman- 

Jouguet condition states that for a given set of initial conditions such as 

temperature, pressure and composition of the unshocked gas, the detonation 

wave propagates such that the velocity of the burnt products relative to 

the shock, is equal to the velocity of sound in the burnt gas.  This furnishes 

the tangency conditions for the Rayleigh line through the initial state point 

and the Hugoniot curve on a pressure-volume diagram.  The end state is thus 

given by the Chapman-Jouguet point as illustrated in Figure 1. 

This led to the concept of Chapman-Jouguet (C.J.) detonations.  Implicit 

in the definition of a C.J. detonation is the idea of a steady, one dimensional 

wave with an infinitely thin reaction zone. 

While the Chapman-Jouguet concept does yield fairly accurate values 

for the experimentally observed gross properties of a steady detonation such 

as its velocity and pressure , it does not throw any light on the extent of 

the chemical reaction zone behind the shock wave. Moreover the reaction 

occurring in the shocked gas is controlled by finite chemical reaction rates, 

and hence the reaction zone cannot be infinitely thin. A more realistic 

7 8 
model was therefore proposed independently by Zeldovich , von Neumann , and 

g 
Doering , (Z.N.D. Model) in which the detonation is visualized as a shock 

transition followed by a finite region of chemical reaction, which is supposed 

to reach equilibrium at the Chapman-Jouguet plane.  The C.J. plane also defines 



the plane where all the heat of combustion has been released. This model allows 

the description of a finite, albeit arbitrary, reaction zone thickness, since 

the actual chemical reactions proceed at a slower rate as they shift toward 

the equilibrium composition, and in reality reach complete equilibrium only 

after some time. Therefore there is no unambiguous definition for the reac- 

tion zone length at the present time ' 

The stability of a detonation and its propagation velocity are intimately 

linked to the phenomena occurring within the reaction zone, since it is here 

that the major portion of the heat release takes place.  Factors such as the 

reaction zone thickness, the reaction rate, rate of heat release, and the 

interaction of the kinetics with the flow control the underlying mechanisms 

for the sustenance or failure of the detonation.  Furthermore it is in this 

reaction zone that instabilities appear and grow to form transverse waves 

that travel across the detonation front '  '  . The production of these 

transverse waves and their periodic collision to reinforce the lead shock 

wave is of paramount importance to the survival and stability of a detonation. 

The lead shock, the transverse wave and the mach stem existing at their inter- 

section form a triple shock configuration, and it is the intersection point 

namely the triple point, which traces out the characteristic "cell" of a 

detonation wave. This has been verified by various investigators '  . The 

size of this cell, i.e., the distance between two adjacent transverse waves 

propagating in the same direction measured in a direction perpendicular to 

the flow, is a unique parameter for a given detonation propagating in a large 

diameter tube, and is dependent on the initial pressure and composition of 

the gas. 

Since these transverse waves do not appear in non-reactive systems 

and there is no characteristic cell spacing in these systems, the key to 



understanding the properties of transverse waves and the detonation as a 

whole lies in the chemistry of the problem and its interaction with the 

hydrodynamics of the flow. The phenomenon however is exceedingly complex 

and does not readily admit to a simple examination. The detonation front 

is far from one-dimensional due to the presence of the transvers <ave 

complex moving across its surface, and any quantitative analysis of th< 

propagation mechanism should involve the front as a whole.  It shall be 

the aim of this thesis to investigate the relation between the chemistry 

and hydrodynamics of the flow as linked to the shock motion in a simplified 

manner, quite apart from the existence of the transverse waves, so as to 

understand this basic mechanism. 

The first investigations in detonation phenomena were aimed primarily 

at understanding its gross properties and were limited in their scope as it 

was tacitly assumed that the wave was one-dimensional in nature and that it 

consisted of a shock transition followed by an infinitely thm reaction zone. 

With the realization that chemical kinetics demands a finite reaction zone 

length much greater than the order of the shock thickness, there was the 

advent of the Z.N.D. model. Analyses were for some time thereafter based 

7 12 18 19 
on the Z.N.D. model and the Chapman-Jouguet concept '  '  '  . Various 

20 21 22 
investigators  '  ' ' soon began to discover that the detonation front was 

not one-dimensional and that transverse waves in a complex three dimensional 

pattern existed at the front.  It was therefore sought to analyze the nature 

23 
and properties of these transverse waves.  Denisov and Troshin  in their 

work used a high speed schlieren photographic technique to study transverse 

wave structure.  They showed that the lead shock strength fluctuates in a 

periodic manner as the detonation traces out its characteristic cell structure, 

and that this phenomenon plays a principal role in controlling the character 
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of the reaction wave behind it. Thus although the detonation front as a 

whole propagates at a time-integrated constant average velocity, it is 

highly non-steady within the period of each cell length. Measurement by 

24        25 
Crooker  and Steel  has shown that in marginal detonations the velocity 

of the lead shock varies from 1.8 C.J. velocity at the beginning to about 

0.6 C.J, velocity at the end of the cell. This variation is larger as the 

detonation approaches its lowest mode of propagation, i.e., as the cell length 

grows larger for a particular tube geometry.  In the case of steady detona- 

tions this variation is about 20 percent of the C,J. velocity. Crooker 

also found by the device of sprinkling sand grains on a smoked mylar plate 

on which the detonation leaves its characteristic cellular imprint, thett 

the lead shock wave •.s highly curved at the beginning of the cell and 

flattens out as it moves down the cell- Hence these curved shock fronts 

may be conceived to be cylindrical waves whose radius of curvature increases 

as the shock proceeds down the cell. Also it has been experimentally ob- 

served '  that expanding detonations that are first overdriven by passing 

them through the convergent section of a convergent-divergent nozzle are 

indeed cylindrical, with no transverse structure. 

Since the interaction of chemical kinetics and the hydrodynamics of 

the flow produced by the fluctuating lead shock, and the periodic collision 

of transverse waves, together contain the pertinent parameters necessary 

for the existence and stability of detonation waves, the trend of current 

research effort is to isolate these major elements constituting the multi- 

front detonation and to study each element in detail. There is therefore a 

great deal of interest at the present time in the behavior of unsteady 

cylindrical and spherical detonations, both in their own right and also 

in an attempt to shed new light on the basic mechanism of propagation of 

multifront detonation waves. 
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28 
Lundstrom and Oppenheim  have investigated the effect of non-steadiness 

on the induction thickness of a detonation wave by modeling the lead shock 

as a decaying blast wave with a constant decay parameter determined by 

matching with their experimentally measured shock velocity.  By assuming a 

power law density variation along a particle path, and by suitable approxi- 

mations, they calculate the induction zone thickness based on parameters 

evaluated at the shock front. They note that as the shock decays, the 

induction zone thickness increases markedly approaching large magnitudes 

as the lead shock nears the end of the cell, whereby they conclude that the 

detonation is quenched. While their results are qualitatively correct, 

they do not allow heat release in the flow. The effects of the interaction 

between the gasdynamics and the chemical kinetics are therefore not taken 

into account in their calculations. 

29 
In his experiments on cylindrical expanding detonation waves Soloukhm 

has shown that under conditions favorable for stable propagation, the detona- 

tion preserves its cell structure. The experimental apparatus consisted of 

two circular glass plates joined together to form a narrow cylindrical vessel 

A tube attached at the center served to direct a plane detonation initiated 

in it into the cylindrical vessel. Open shutter photographs obtained as 

the cylindrical detonation propagates outwards in equal-volume acetylene- 

oxygen mixtures showed that below certain pressures the detonation is 

quenched and no transverse waves were generated. However above this limit 

pressure the detonation traveled at a constant velocity maintaining a uni- 

form cell size even as the front area increased. This showed that even in 

the absence of wall reflections, the spontaneous generation and interaction 

of transverse waves traveling in opposite directions, reinforced the wave 

thus enabling it to maintain a constant speed. 



In similar experiments on the diffraction of multifront waves 

Mitrofanov and Soloukhin30 demonstrated that when a stable detonation 

encounters a sudden increase in channel area, the mechanism of transverse 

wave collisions can re-establish the detonation in the increased section 

under suitable conditions. 

Struck and Reichenback31 have conducted a photog~aphi<. investigation 

of freely expanding spherical detonation waves in acetylene-oxygen mixtures, 

using both streak schlieren and interferometric techniques. 

Lee, Lee and Knystautas 32 have conducted a theoretical and experimental 

investigation of unconfined spherical expanding waves in acetylene-oxygen 

mixtures. The detonations were initiated using a spark-laser source. They 

have proposed a reacting blast wave model based on the initiation energy, 

to preaict the traj ectories of the shock and reaction wave fronts. They 

assume that the hydrodynamic motion is not influenced by chemical reaction 

but include the effects of finite kinetic rates. Various regimes of shock 

propagation, characterized by the amount of energy deposited in. the gas 

from the laser source, have been investigated . fheir conclusions however 

are based on observations involving a fairly short length traveled by the 

detonation wave . Also the analysis fails to take into account the i nter

action of the hydrodynamics and the chemical reaction. 

7 

Boussard, Manson and Niollet33 have studied the propagation of cylindri

cal detonations in narrow diverging sectors, in mixtures of propane and oxygen 

diluted with nitrogen, and have established the limits of propagation as a 

function of the composition of the mixture and the thickness of the sector. 

Cylindrical unconfined detonations have also been studied by Lee, 

Lee and Shanfield34 and by Lee, Lee and Knystautas35 in equi-molar acetylene

oxygen mixtures. Using a similarity analysis based on the assumption that 

the wave is a C.J. detonation, they have calculated the flow properties 
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immediately behind the expanding detonation front.  In their experiments on 

spark ignition of converging cylindrical detonation waves, Knystautas and 

Lee '  have shown that the collision of transverse waves is essential to 

the establishment of a stable detonation. 

38 
Recently Zajac and Oppenheim  have studied the non-steady gasdynamic 

effects of a reacting explosive hot spot surrounded by a gas of fixed compo- 

sition. The hot spot is considered to be composed of a hydrogen-oxygen 

mixture. They postulate that within the reactive kernel, all state properties 

are independent of the space coordinate and are functions of time only.  Using 

the method of characteristics and a "bulk expansion" model, they have calculated 

the salient features of the resultant flow field generated by the pressure 

pulses from the expanding hot spot.  Since it is considered that the occurrence 

of hot spots in the flow, e.g., by the collision of transverse waves serves 

to regenerate the attenuating lead shock, this gives some idea of the flow 

produced by such hot spots. 

Non-reactive, non-steady flow fields resulting from expanding cylindrical 

39-45 
and spherical shock fronts have engaged the attention of many investigators    , 

especially in connection with blast waves from various sources including 

atomic explosions. Closed form solutions obtained by these investigators 

are usually based on a similarity approach, while numerical solutions mvonably 

employ the method of characteristics. 

We may summarize the foregoing observations thus: 

(1) Steady detonations are in general complex three dimensional 

phenomena, and derive their "steady" nature from the rein- 

forcing collision of transverse waves. 

(2) While the detonation appears steady as a time-integrated 

process, it is indeed highly non-steady within the period 

of each cell length. 
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(3) The lead shock strength can vary from as much as 1.8 C.J. 

velocity to 0,6 C.J. velocity in its course from the beginning 

to the end of the cell.  It is thus continuously attenuating. 

(4) The incident shock curvature decreases as it travels through 

a cell and may be adequately modeled as a cylindrical wave 

(at least at the shock front). 

(5) This last observation has led a number of researchers to 

investigate the properties of cylindrical detonation waves, 

in an attempt to understand how the dynamics of the continually 

attenuating lead wave controls the overall propagating mechanism. 

However, the researches conducted so far fail to study the complex 

coupling mechanism between the gasdynamics of the flow and the chemical reaction 

that occurs behind the incident wave. Since this interaction between the 

chemical kinetics and the flow field within the reaction zone significantly 

influences the propagation of the detonation as a whole, it is tlie object of 

this thesis to study the non-steady reacting flow field behind a cylindrical 

expanding detonation.  A method of characteristics approach is employed 

using the experimentally measured reaction rates for the important recombi- 

nation reactions of the hydrogen-oxygen system, in the presence of argon as 

a third body. The hydrogen-oxygen system is used in our calculations because 

its kinetics are well understood at the present time. This system undergoes 

an induction period before it begins to react. A piston velocity calculated 

on the basis of ordinary blast wave theory is used as the only input parameter. 

In the next section we shall deal with the underlying theoretical considera- 

tions and the method of calculation. The last two sections deal with the 

discussion of results and conclusions respectively. 

! I 
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 The Governing Equations 

The object of our computations is the calculation of the gasdynamic 

and thermodynamic parameters of the flow field in a cylindrical expanding 

detonation wave in an argon diluted hydrogen-oxygen mixture. The problem 

is best solved in a cylindrical coordinate system. The flow field is non- 

steady and the entropy is nowhere constant in the flow.  The radius of the 

lead shock wave increases monotonically as the lead shock wave attenuates. 

Immediately adjacent to the shock front is a non-reactive region comprising 

the induction zone of the hydrogen-oxygen system. Having passed through the 

induction zone, the hydrogen-oxygen mixture undergoes recombination reactions 

which are exothermic. Thus at every point in this reactive region the chemical 

composition of the gas is continuously changing while the mixture as a whole 

shifts towards an equilibrium composition. These chemical effects interact 

with the gasdynamics as the non-steady flow expands radially. 

The Rankine-Hugoniot equations for non-reactive flow apply across the shock 

transition while the flow within the induction zone may be assumed to be 

governed by the inviscid, frozen flow conservation equations. The reactive 

flow at the end of the induction zone involves the additional specifying 

equation for the rate processes. No assumption regarding the constancy of 

specific heats is made anywhere in the calculations. 

The conservation equations for non-steady, reactive cylindrical flow in 

Eulerian coordinates in the absence of transport phenomena and body forces 

are 

Continuity  |£. . „ |i . „u £ ♦ f = 0 (1) 



3u     3u  3p n —- + pu —- + -*- = 0 Momentum P TT + pu -- • ^ dt     dr  or 
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(2J 

DX. 
_        9S     3S     1   r fVl} 1 
Energy  _+ u_= .T J    [^ ^ 

i=l 

(3a) 

or »I. °E= 0 
Dt  Dt 

(3b) 

3X.     9X.   OJ. 
Rate  TTT^ + u -^ = -i 3t    3r   p (4) 

State  p = p I X.R.T (5) 

The specifying equation for the rate processes has been derived for the special 

case of chemical reaction by B. T. Chu  and Wood and Kirkwood . It is a 

compo.'ite form of the rate equation, the equation of state and the energy equa- 

tion, and .nay be written as follows 

S DX Dp   1 D£  r r .3p ■> p r3h ->     1  i 
Dt "  2 Dt ".V^X.VT.X. " C T l-3X.-'p,T,X.J Dt 

af     1=1   i *'   '  j        pf    l *'   '   j 
(6) 

Equation C6) may also be written as 

where 

Dt    r Dt  1Vc 
af 

rdh w _ V - r P_ (on   ) + I op   ) 
c ">. lC T ^X.-'p.T.X.   ^X.-'p.T.X. 

1=1  p-    i r' * j     i y' ' j 

DX. 
+ fig-)        i    i 

Dt 

(7) 

is the term du to the occurrence of chemical reaction. 
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2.2 The Characteristic Directions and the Compatibility Equations 

The above set of quasi-linear partial differential equations is hyper- 

bolic and has three characteristic directions which are 

dr 
Ht = u + af 

dr 
dt = u  - af 

dr 
dt = u. and 

The derivation    of the characteristic directions  for the non-equilibrium 

case of chemical reaction is given in Appendix A. 

Equations   (3)  and  (4)  are the compatibility equations along the third 

dr 
characteristic direction,  i.e.,  along the particle path -rr = u.    The com- 

dr patibility equations along the characteristic directions •jrr =  (u ±ar)  can be 

easily derived as follows: 

From equation  (1) we have 

3p 3p      Dp 8u      pu ' ,Q, 

Substituting equation (8) into equation (7) and rearranging 

£-£-M7=-4<"c^) '" 

Multiplying the momentum equation (2) by the frozen sound velocity af and 

rearranging we have 

aflf'vlf*vut=° »'" 
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Adding equations (9) and (10) we get 

while subtracting (10) from (9) we get 

Equations (11) and (12) are the compatibility equations along the characteristic 

directions JT = (u + af) and ^T = Cu " af) respectively. 

Let 

6+   3   ,     .9 
6t = ät + (U + af^ 37 

and 

6    3,     .3 
6t = 3t + lu " af^ 

Then equations (11) and (12) may be written as 

^-f»TT--'f<"c-T) ^ 

along ^- = (u + af) 

and 

^ - .f p ijii - - 4 (WC * Ijü, (14, 

along ^ = (u-af) 
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The pressure p and velocity u have been used in the compatibility 

equations as the most convenient flow variables under the present non- 

equilibrium condition of chemically reactive flow.     If the flow is non- 

reactive,  the equations are unaltered except for the fact that W    = 0. 

2.3    The Kinetic Scheme and the Partial Equilibrium Concept 

The explosion kinetics of the hydrogen-oxygen system has been studied 

47-52 
extensively for a number of years and is  fairly well understood .     The 

important reaction steps are 

I    Initiation 

H2, 02, M  ► H,  0, or OH (15) 

II Chain Branching 

c 1 
H + 02 —

:—► OH + 0 (16) 

C2 
0 + H. — ► OH + H (17) 2 

C3 
OH + H2 — >■ H20 + H (18) 

III Recombination 

k 

H + H + M  *-> H + M (19) 
2 

2f 
H ♦ OH ♦ M —-—► H,0 + M (20) 

k3 
H ■»• 02 + M  ^-* H02 + M (21) 
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The species HCL which is produced according to equation (21) is unstable and 

is used up according to the equation: 

H02 + H + M  <■ 2 OH + M 

Therefore equation 21 plus the above equation has the overall stoichiometry 

2 H + 0 + M  ► 2 OH + M (21a) 

Equations (16) - (18) constitute the steps of the chain branching 

mechanism of the hydrogen-oxygen reaction which gives rise to an induction 

period during which the radicals H, 0 and OH appear. The efrective chain 

carrier here is the H atom.  The overall rate of the induction process 

is controlled by equation (16). The induction process is almost thermally 

neutral for all practical purposes, although equation (16) is endothermic. 

47 
It has been found  that the hydrogen-oxygen mixture contains a large excess 

of the species 0, H and OH at the end of the induction period and that the 

OH radical and H atom go through a maximum at this point.  The time elapsed 

up to this point is defined as the induction time. The rapid, pressure 

independent bi-molecular reactions (16) - (18) which have predominated 

during the induction period are now essentially in equilibrium, towards 

the close of the induction process. 

Induction times for the hydrogen-oxygen reaction have been measured 

47 49 
by various investigators '  , and it is found that the logarithm of the 

product of the induction time and the oxygen concentration is linearly 

related to the inverse temperature. The equation employed for the 
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calculation of induction time in this work is taken from Reference 49 

and is given by the equation 

IM9  ^ rr> i   ,3565  , .,,,..   moles        ,__, 
10 x log10 T. [02] = C-f- - 1.162)   n^T-sec.   (22) 

where T. is the induction time, sec, and [0-] is the oxygen concentration, 

moles/liter.  In order tc find the reaction front at the end of the induction 

zone the quantity 

LA«!) = E — (23) 
T . 
1 

was calculated along a particle path until the sum equaled unity.    The 

point where I —-   =  1    was taken to be a point on the reaction front. 
i 

Here At is the increment in time along two points on a particle path 

and x.   is the mean induction time in the interval At. 
i 

The induction period of the hydrogen-oxygen system is essentially 

thermally neutral. We have therefore assumed that the gas composition 

is frozen during the induction period. 

At the close of the induction period, the rapid bi-molecular 

exchange reactions are in equilibrium, while the slow recombination 

process that now sets in is not. Thus the mixture may be conceived 

52 to be in a state of partial equilibrium.  It has been shown  that the 

three recombination reactions (19) - (21) adequately depict the behavior 

of the system during the recombination process. Thus the reacting 

hydrogen-oxygen mixture is considered to pass through a series of partial 

equilibrium states to a state of full equilibrium, during the slow 
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recombination regime governed by the equations (19) - (21). Since 

there is no net mole change resulting from the bi-molecular exchange 

reactions, while there is a decrease in the total number of moles of 

the hydrogen-oxygen system during the slow recombination process toward 

full equilibrium, it is possible to adequately describe the state of 

the system during recombination by specifying a single recombination 

parameter defined in terms of the change in the number of moles. There- 

fore for any system where we know the unreacted hydrogen stoichiometry 

4), and the temperature, the state of the system, namely its chemical 

composition during recombination, is completely described by specifying 

a recombination parameter v which is defined as fol.'ows 

N - Neq. ,-... 
v = r^-*- (24) 

N. - Neq. 

where N. = number of moles initially present in the unreacted system, and 

Neq = number of moles at equilibrium. 

From the definition of v it is seen that its value is unity at 

the close of the induction period before any recombination has occurred. 

At full equilibrium, v has a value of zero, where all the recombination 

possible has taken place. Should the temperature be high enough to 

cause dissociation of the hydrogen and oxygen present, v increases beyond 

unity and has a maximum value of 2((> + 2, 4 or - — according as 4) is 

greater than, equal to or less than unity. 

Calculation of the mixture composition based on the partial equilibrium 

hypothesis is thus independent of the detailed previous history of the 

system and its pressure. The kinetic scheme is much simplified and it 
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is less time consuming than the integration of the entire set of 

rate equations which entails a full knowledge of the rates of all the 

participating reactions. Moreover the application of the partial equilib- 

rium hypothesis is found to give realistic results in practical applica- 

53 
tions 

The partial equilibrium composition is determined by a set of three 

pressure independent, bi-molecular,  equilibrium equations  for given 

values of the variables 41,  v and T.    The temperature T specifies the 

composition of the mixture through the equilibrium constants  for the 

equations   (16)   -   (18) while the recombination parameter v specifies  the 

extent of recombination of the system.    The calculation of the species 

composition during recombination therefore reduces to the solution of 

three non-linear algebraic equations  in three unknowns, which is performed 

in the numerical analysis by a three variable Newton-Raphson iterative 

technique. 

2.4 The Recombination Rate 

Getzinger and Schott  have shown that the recombination rate of 

the hydrogen-oxygen system in the presence of third bodies is given by 

the equation 

RRec= .H^f^^Bj]^]}-.!^, [D^CC.]        (25) 

where RD    is the recombination rate, k . - is the effective forward 
K6C 2 r 

reaction rate for the recombination reaction j in the presence of third 

■MMM^^MMin 



bodies for a reaction of the type 

A + B + C *- 
'JL 

D  + C 
jr 

k.    is the effective reverse reaction rate.    The effective reaction 

rate is the reaction rate considering all species not participating in 

the reaction as third bodies for that particular reaction.    The forward 

and reverse reaction rates for the recombination reactions  (19)  to  (21) 

are related to the equilibrium constant of the individual reaction by 

the expression 

19 

(26) 

ki/ 
jr  K .RT 

PJ 

(27) 

The values of k.f used in the calculation for the reactions (19) to (21) 

are 

k,     =  4.0 x 1014  [1 + 4  (X.. n + Xu )]   cc2/inole2sec. lf H20        H2 

15       2 2 k-    =  5.5 x 10      cc /mole sec 
^f 

(28) 

k,    =  1.42 x  1015   [ 1 + 4 X,,    +  29 Xu ^]   cc2/mole2sec 

The above rates  are for hydrogen-oxygen mixtures diluted with argon. 

In calculating the reverse rates,  the third recombination equation 

namely equation  (21) poses a problem in that the species HO« is unstable 

and does not enter into the reverse reaction in a simple way.    We have 

therefore ignored the reverse rate for this reaction in the calculations. 
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Written in terms of the parameter v the recombination rate equation becomes 

2 kl 
— -      P 

N Y   r   f    x   + k    x    + k    xi 
dt      M2   ,M      "~:       XH   l   2 XH +  k2. X0H      K3_ VJ 

M     (Neq-N.) f r       2 
w l   1 

'    M (Neq-N.)      [kl    XH0 
+  k2    XH_0] (29) 

w      v     l    1 r      2 r      2 

where M    is  the molecular weight of the mixture, gms.,  and p  is the density, 
w 

gms/cc.    The recombination rate as defined above is negative for recombina- 

tion and positive for dissociation.    The rate of change of the hydrogen 

atom concentration in equation  (19)  is twice the rate k1   ,  and since 

k      as used in equation (29) refers to a change in hydrogen atom concen- 
lf 

tration,  the rate is divided by two as shown in equation  (29). 

Equation  (29)   is the form used for the rate equation  (4)  in the 

numerical analysis. 

2.5    The Detonation Model 

The detonation model used in this  calculation is similar to the 

familiar Z.N.D.  model, with the exception that no C.J.  plane is specified 

for the completion of the chemical reaction.    The model  is illustrated for 

the case of a plane, steady detonation in Figure 2.    The temperature and 

pressure of the hydrogen-oxygen mixture is discontinuously increased as it 

passes through the shock whose thickness is of the order of a few mean 

free paths.    At  the end of the induction zone the hydrogen-oxygen mixture is 

assumed to be in a state of partial equilibrium with no recombination. 

However the temperature at the end of the induction period calculated on 
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the assumption that the gas has suddenly reached the partial equilibrium 

state is somewhat different from the temperature calculated on the 

assumption that the gas composition is  frozen.     In order to overcome this 

discrepancy in the value of the temperature at the end of the induction 

zone a correction was added to the calculated temperature along a particle 

path in the region 0.8 < x.   < 1.    This is elucidated further on in the 

method of calculation. 

As the gas recombines at the completion of the induction period, 

the temperature rises rapidly, due to the heat releasing recombination 

reactions, until it attains a fairly constant value as the mixture 

nears its final equilibrium composition.    The value of v,  the recombina- 

tion parameter falls from unity at the end of the induction zone to the 

equilibrium value veq. 

In the present calculation, the detonation is neither plane 

nor steady, but the intrinsic nature of the model is still valid.    The 

lead shock front is given by the curve OS in an r-t co-ordinate system 

as shown in Figure 3,     II is the line representing the reaction front 

and is the  locus of points where Z A 4) =  1 along all the particle paths 

passing through the shock. 

OP is the initial particle path passing through the point 0 where 

the calculation was initiated.    This point does not lie at the origin 

of co-ordinates.    The velocity along the initial particle path OP is 

specified by assuming that the lead shock OS is an unreactive blast 

wave and using the equations of blast wave theory.    The exact method of 

calculation is explained later on in this section. 

I 
i 
■ 

I 
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2.6    The Method of Calculation 

In this section is described the salient features of the numerical 

calculation. 

The working fluid is  an argon-diluted hydrogen-oxygen mixture.    A 

total of seven species namely H-.CL, H-0, OH, H, 0 and Ar enter into the 

calculations.    The thermodynamic properties of the constituent gases are 

calculated from a five parameter curve fit to the JANAF thermodynamic 

tables 

The input quantities  to the computer program are 

(1) The shock mach number at the starting point 0  (Figure 3) 

(2) The initial radius r.  at which the calculation is started and the 

final radius r- at which it is stopped 

(3) The initial unreacted mixture composition in mole fractions 

(4) The initial ambient temperature and pressure 

(5) The thermodynamic coefficients for all the reacting species 

(6) A set of stream function parameters characteristic of the particle 

paths along which the flow properties are to be studied, and 

which must therefore be printed out by the machine.    The stream 

function is defined as the radius at which the particle first 

entered the shock 

(7) A parameter R , which controls the rate of decay of the lead shock. 

This is calculated from blast wave theory and is explained further 

on in this section. 

Depending on the particular problem that is being studied, we may hold 

various  input quantities  constant and then change one parameter to study a 

specific phenomenon of interest.    For example, to study the effect of the 

initial pressure on the flow field and shock decay, we may simply change the 
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input ambient pressure through a series of values,  or the effect of mixture 

composition and stoichiometric ratio is easily studied by varying the initial 

mixture composition.    The influence of the rate of decay of the lead shock 

on the resultant flow field and kinetics can be studied by changing the 

parameter R    controlling the rate of decay of the shock wave.    Thus by 

varying the appropriate parameters in the calculation, we may study how they 

control the dynamics of motion of the shock and the gasdynamic properties 

of the flow behind it. 

In our investigation of the  flow field behind cylindrical expanding 

detonation waves, we shall make two sets of calculations.     In the first set 

we shall study the effect of initial pressure and rate of shock decay for a 

fixed initial composition in the particular case of the marginal detonation 

24 wave experimentally investigated by Crooker    .    The second set of calculations 

will concern itself with the study of the effect of stoichiometric ratio and 

lead shock decay in cases representing more closely the situation of an 

ordinary steady detonation wave.     The details of the calculation will now be 

illustrated using as an example the parameters pertinent to the first set 

of calculations as outlined above.    The method of calculation for the second 

case is essentially similar except for the preliminary evaluation of the 

input parameters. 

The problem is defined thus:— 

Given an experimentally measured mach number versus radius curve, such as 

that observed by Crooker (Figure 4), in the case of a marginal detonation 

propagating in a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture diluted with 50 

percent by volume of argon at an ambient pressure of 58 mm of mercury and 

an ambient temperature of 300 K., we seek the gasdynam'.c description of the 

unsteady reacting flow behind this  cylindrical detonation wave. 
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The system of quasi-linear partial differential equations (1) to (7) 

governing the flow may be solved by the method of characteristics iteratively 

to furnish a unique solution' . The independent variables for non-steady 

cylindrical flow are the radial co-ordinate r and the time t. The minimum 

number of dependent variables that determine the flow field is the same as 

the minimum number of differential equations .  Accordingly we have combined 

various governing equations and have employed three equations, namely the 

continuity equation, the momentum equation and the specifying equation to 

obtain three compatibility equations along three characteristic directions. 

The dependent variables we have chosen to work with are the pressure p, the 

velocity u and the recombination parameter v. The species composition X. 

are determined from the partial equilibrium hypothesis once v and the 

temperature T are known. Also 

T = f (p, u, v) (30) 

The data curves used in the method of characteristics solution are the particle 

path OP through the initial starting point 0 (Figure 3), and the shock trajectory 

OS. Values of v are specified along the particle path OP, in an implicit way 

through the compatibility equation (29). We also choose to specify the particle 

velocity u on the curve OP. Since the curve POS is crossed twice by both the 

left running and right running characteristics with compatibility equations 

(11) and (12), and we have already specified the value of u on OP, it is possible 

to prescribe the value of p alone on the data curve OS. This is done indirectly 

by solving the relevant compatibility equation (11) and the Rankine-Hugoniot 

equations obtaining across the shock discontinuity OS. 
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By specifying the velocity u and recombination parameter v on the 

initial particle path, we have in effect prescribed a piston velocity causing 

the shock motion, together with the law of chemical reaction along this 

piston path. All quantities are normalized in the numerical computations. 

Seventeen variables are stored for each point in the calculation. These 

are the space co-ordinates r, t, the velocity u, the sound velocity a, the 

recombination parameter v, the temperature T, the pressure p, the enthalpy h, 

the fractional induction time, the stream function and the seven chemical 

species in mole fractions. 

The initial point 0 (Figure 3) does not lie at the origin of co-ordinates, 

and hence it is necessary to first find the co-ordinates of this point. Using 

57 
the equations of blast wave theory  it is possible to obtain the co-ordinates 

of this point. According to blast wave theory, the shock trajectory in a shock 

mach number versus radius plot is given by the equation 

1 / Ro\ 2        Al 
-s—I T|—I  = J (1 +—=■+•• •)  for a cylindrical    (31) 
M  Is/    0 M shock 

/ E\1/2 
where M is the shock mach number at radius R , R = /—|   where E is the o M 
energy per unit length supplied at the center of explosion, p = initial pressure, 

and J   ,   \.   are constants dependent on the specific heat ratio of the gas. 

The shock radius R is measured from the center of the explosion. 

If we have a shock mach number versus radius curve in an arbitrary co- 

ordinate system as in Figure 4, the corresponding radius of the cylindrical 

shock modeled as a blast wave is obtained as follows: 

Let M1 be the shock mach number at radius x1 in the arbitrary co-ordinate 

system and let M- be the mach number at radius x».  Let r. and r_ be the 

corresponding shock radii for the blast wave model with the origin of 
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co-ordinates at the center of explosion.     If b  is  the distance between the 

origin of co-ordinate  in the two systems   (Figure 5)   then 

rl = Xl  + b 

r    = x^ + b 

and from equation (31) 

2 

J  (1 ♦ 
Mj2 Xl * b      0     Mj 

i  A_h 
2 = j a.h- 

^7 X2 + b      0     ^ 

from which we can solve for the unknown quantities R and b. The quantity b 

enables us to transform the co-ordinates from the arbitrary system in which 

the experimental curve is plotted to one consistent with the blast wave model 

The parameter R fixes the scale of the explosion and controls the rate of 

decay of the shock wave.  If r. is the radius of the shock at the starting 

point 0, then the corresponding time t. is calculated from the equation 

a t. 
-2J- = /r-k (32) 

o 

where a = velocity of sound at ambient temperature and k = , , [v r,  2 

o 

This gives us the co-ordinates (r.,^) of the initial point 0. The values us 

for J and A are 0.878 and -1.989 respectively corresponding to a value of 

specific heat ratio y = 1.4.    This gave good agreement between the calculated 

ed 
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shock trajectory and the experimental curve as shown in Figure 4. Also 

the value of ganuna changes along the shock front and has a mean value of 

about 1.4. 

The velocity along the piston path which is used as an input quantity 

is also obtained from the mechanics of blast wave motion.  Based on the 

57 similarity solution of Sakurai , it is possible to calculate the velocity, 

pressure and density along a particle path such as OP.  Thus the particle 

velocity u is given by 

1 
+ - 

0  M- 
u = U [f^ ♦ -j fj * •••] (33) 

where u is the particle velocity at the point (r,t) and U is the shock velocity 

at time t.  f is defined by the equation 

2 ln f = ^HY-1) ln 2 + i^Diy-D    lniyf_  2) 
o   fa+Dv-(a-13 2Y+a-l o 

2 2      2 2 (a ■*• 2a -t- 5)7  + (-3a ■*• 2a ■*■ l)y + 4(a - 1) 
(2Y * a - 1) {(a *   1)Y- (a - 1)1 

| x - (a * BY- (a - 1) f | + ln c (34) 
1        (a ■>■ 3)        o ' 

where a = 0, 1 or 2 according as the wave is plane, cylindrical or spherical, 

and z = ■=—, R = radius of the shock at time t, and 
K S 

S 

in c = 2 m  -L - jpiUhdl m (ri) 
Y+l       2Y+a-l Y+l 

2 2 2 2 
(a ^2af5)Y    *   (-3a *2a*l)y*4ia -1) ,3a*l -   (a-l)v,  . +  ^a-iHivih-tvi)}—ln 'TSTSTCTI   I 

(35) 
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In the solution given by Sakarai, f. is in the form of a series. Only the 

first term of the series has been used in the present computation.  Hence 

f1  - (z-^)^ (36) 

where approximate values of <t>.  are chosen as  follows: 

).   =  5 5  if z j_ 0.9 

>    =  6  5 if z  >  0.9 

Since the numerical solution of the reactive nonsteady flow field is 

exceedingly complex and time consuming, even if the initial piston velocity 

is furnished as a simple mathematical function, it was felt that these 

approximations in the second coefficient of the series solution for the 

particle velocity was justified. 

Given the co-ordinates (r,t) of a point on the particle path OP, the 

velocity at the point is calculated as follows  The shock mach number M 

corresponding to time t and the shock radius R were obtained from the 

simultaneous solution of equations (31) and (32).  This enables us to find 

r 
the shock velocity U and also the quantity z = n"   Equation (541 above 

is then solved iteratively for f , and f. is found from equation (36). 

Finally the particle velocity u is obtained from equation (33)  The points 

on the particle path are located successively as the net points are calculated 

in the method of characteristic analysis 

The calculations are begun by first calculating the gasdynamic 

properties at the point 0 immediately downstream of the incident shock, 

using the Rankine-Hugomot equations for steady, one-dimensional constant 

area flow: 



p.u. = p u2 where u. = Ma. 
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(37) 

Pi + P1U1  = P2 + P2U2 
(38) 

h1  *  1/2 Uj = h2 + 1/2 u2
2 (39) 

along with the equations of state 

p = pRT (40) 

The subscript 1 refers to the conditions ahead of the shock and subscript 2 

refers to the shocked conditions. The gas composition does not change as 

it passes through the shock.  Gas properties such as enthalpy and specific 

heat ratio used in the velocity of sound calculations are computed for the 

particular mixture composition employed. The Rankine-Hugoniot equations are 

P2 
solved by assuming a range of density ratios across the shock n = — .  For 

a given assumed density ratio, u2 is calculated from (37) and p2 from (38) 

The density P1 is known and hence p. can be calculated from the current value 

of n.  The temperature T?  is calculated from equation (40) using the computed 

values of p- and p..  Next h2 is found for the particular value of T_.  The 

initial temperature is constant, so that for a particular point (h. ■••1/2 

2 
u.) is constant. The velocity u. changes from point to point along the 

shock trajectory. A check on the assumed value of n is made on the basis 

of equation (39).  If the values of the two sides of equation (39), do not 

agree within specified limits, the iteration is continued until they do so. 

The computed values of u_, p2, p2, T2 and h2 are the required downstream 

shock values. 
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The method of calculation of various types of net points encountered 

in the analysis is now illustrated, 

2.6.1 Calculation of a Shock Point such as H in the Net G11K 

All seventeen quantities that are carried in the program are known at 

the points 1, 1 and 2 in Figure 6 from previous calculations. The points 

1 and 3 lie on the decaying shock. Values at the point 3, upstream of 

the shock are the known ambient conditions specified at the outset.  We 

require the properties at the point 3' downstream of the incident shock 

and also the shock strength at point 3 and the location of point 3.  The 

line 2-3' is the (u+a) characteristic through 2 and the line l'-2 is the 

(u-a) characteristic through 1'.  In the numerical calculations the values 

used for these slopes were the averages at the points 2 and 3' for (u+a) 

and of the poirts 1' and 2 for (u-a). 

The slope of the shock line 1-3 is known once the velocity of the 

shock is known.  Using the co-ordinates of the points 1 and 2 and the slopes 

of the lines 1-3 and 2-3 we now solve for the co-ordinates of the point 3. 

The compatibility equation across the characteristic 2-3' is 

6 p 6 u 2 pu 
,* + a^ —T— = - a„ -— 
6t    r St     f r 

P3'-P2  ,  ,     V-U2     /afpu \ 

where 

(a^) ♦ (a-jp) 
2       3' 

(afp)23. =  2     etc (42) 

L 
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Also the Rankine-Hugoniot equations apply across the shock transition 33', namely 

P3U3 = W 

P3 + P3U3 = P3'+ P3U3'2 

h3 + 1/2 u^ = h.' + 1/2 u3' 
2 (43) 

The simultaneous solution of equations (41) and (43) was obtained by a double 

loop iteration technique by first assuming a value of the shock mach number at 

the point 3 and solving the Rankine-Hugoniot equations for T^', p^', P^'> u$' 

h'. Next a check was made to see if these values satisfied the compatibility 

equation (41).  If not the iteration was continued with new values for the shock 

mach number until the compatibility equation was satisfied within the limits 

of accuracy specified. 

The net size was found to be a very critical factor in the overall accuracy 

of the program.  If the gasdynamic properties of the flow varied slowly and by 

small amounts, it was found that a larger net size could be employed.  However 

if any of the gasdynamic parameters varied rapidly, it was necessary to have as 

small a net size as possible consistent with the overall accuracy and machine 

time employed. A check was therefore made to ree if the length 13 was within 

certain limits.  If this was not the case, point 2 was brought closer to point 

1 and the entire calculation for point 3 was repeated until the length 13 was 

such that the best accuracy was obtained. 
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2.h. 2    Calculation of Net Points such as iN in the Reactive Region and 

k in the Non-reactive Region 

The solution of the compatibility equations for net points located in 

the reactive and non-reactive regions are essentially similar.  Calculation 

of a reactive net point is more complicated and time consuming than the 

corresponding calculation for a non-reactive point because the composition 

of the gas is continuously changing in the reactive region.  The reactive 

point calculation will therefore be outlined first, followed by the simpler 

details for the non-reactive point. 

Let 1235 in Figure 7 be a typical net in the region of chemical reaction. 

Since all points on the previous (u-a) line are known, the pertinent values at 

the points 3 and 5 are therefore stored in the computer memory.  Point 1 has 

just been calculated from the evaluation of the previous net point.  The 

thermodynamic and gasdynamic variables at points 1 and 3 are now used to 

calculate the required values at point 2. 

The compatibility equation along the (u+a) characteristic 3-2 written 

in finite difference form is 

P-J-P^ u->-u7     -> 2 r3   ,   ,    2  3     2   ,.,   pu, ,. .. 

t2"t3     f 32 t2't3     f32  C   r 32 

Along the (u-a) characteristic 1-2 we have 

P2-Pl   .  .  U2-Ul      2 (w        pu, 
t~T- ■  (afp) T^T  -' af (wc + T3 (45J 

2  1       12 2  1       12        12 

and along the particle path 4-2, the compatibility equation (29) applies. 
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i.e., 

# = f (p.T.v) or -i—i = f (p,T.v) (46) 
z2    4 

The points 1 and 3 have been completely determined. The point 2 is located 

from known values at points 1 and 3 by purely geometric considerations. The 

evaluation of the requisite quantities at point 2 involves four sets of 

iterations and is performed in elemental steps in eight subroutines, some of 

which are common to other steps in the overall calculations. Two iterations 

are required to satisfy the three compatibility equations above, and the 

calculation of the temperature T and the species composition at 2 require one 

iteration each, making four iterations in all. 

Values for u», a., y-, p. and T- are first assumed as tha average of 

the corresponding values at points 1 and 3; of these the values of u-, p- 

and v. are taken to be reference values to be compared with calculated values 

at the end of the iteration. Using the assumed values of v-, T- and p., the 

species composition in mole fractions of the reacting mixture is calculated by 

invoking the partial equilibrium subroutine, and the term 

w - f r /iU    ♦_JL_ fiM     i üi c iil  K'     C
P 

T  axi       Dt 
p,T.X   Pf p.T.Xj 

is first obtained.  W may be written in terms of the recombination parameter 

v, in a form more convenient for numerical evaluation as follows: 

V  ' P.T   pf    
x / p.T 

The term (—)   is evaluated locally at each of the points 1, 2 and 3 by 
V P.T 

I 
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allowing a small variation of v from its current value at these points, 

calculating the new compositions corresponding to these new values of v 

and finding Or-)- The quantity (r^-) is more easily calculated from the 

expression 

3(1) 

(&    ■'■* or- '«' 
P.T 

-rr is calculated at each point from equation (29). 

At this point all the terms involved in the compatibility equations (44) 

and (45) are known except p2 and u-. We therefore solve equations (44) and 

(45) to find new values of p_ and u». The point 4 on the particle path through 

2 is now located and values of p.. T., v. and T,  are found.  The third r4  4' 4     i^ 

compatibility equation (46) along the particle path is solved to find a new 

value for v-, after which the temperature T» is calculated by iteration on 

the basis of the energy equation (3b). A check is now made to see if the new 

values of p.,  u. and v. agree simultaneously within specified limits with 

the chosen reference values so labeled at the outset of the calculation. 

If this condition is not satisfied, the newly obtained values of p., u- 

and v. are now labeled as reference values and the iteration is repeated, 

until the values of p2, u» and v- at the end of an iteration agree within the 

specified limits with the corresponding values at the beginning of the 

iteration. The increment in induction time for the segment 4-2 is now found 

and added on to T.  to find the induction time T  at point 2. 

A calculation is now made to see by how much the values of p., u- and 

v. have changed with reference to the values at point 1. If the variation 

in any one of the quantities p2, u. or v2 is more than five percent of the 

values at point 1, then a new point is added midway between points 5 and 3, 
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the whole numbering sequence along the (u-a) characteristic 5-3 is changed, 

and the point 2 is recalculated. This control on the mesh size is necessary 

to secure good overall accuracy in the results. If, however the variation 

in the calculated values of p», u- and v- is less than one percent of the 

values at point 1, the point 2 is recalculated using the next highest point 

above 3 on the previous (u-a) characteristic. As the total time for a single 

problem took anywhere from thirty to ninety minutes on the IBM 360/70 

computer, it was expedient to maintain the net si:'.e at its optimum value, 

so that it was neither too small to consume excess computer time nor too 

large to cause spurious results. 

The calculation of a net point in the non-reactive region within the 

induction zone is simpler because the composition of the gas remains unchanged. 

The term W in the compatibility equations need not be calculated. The third 

compatibility equation for v is therefore not used. The compatibility equations 

for this case are 

6 p     6 u     2 pu  ,   dr ..„. 
It + V -6t = " af 7" along dt = u + a (49) 

6 p     ö'u     2 pu  .   dr ,rr.. 
It  V "St =: ' af — al0nS lt = U '  a (50) 

and 

p Dt ' Dt  0 al0ng 3t = U (51) 

The method of calculation of a net point in this region is essentially 

similar to the case with chemical reaction. 
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Since the temperature at the end of the induction zone based on a frozen 

gas composition is not equal to the temperature calculated according to the 

partial equilibrium hypothesij, a temperature correction is applied along 

the particle path within the induction zone in the region 0.8<T.<1. This 

is done in the computer program by checking to  see if t- lies in this region 

between 0.8 and 1  If so, the temperature at point 2 is calculated again on 

the assumption that the partial equilibrium hypothesis obtains at point 2. 

Let T- be this new value.  Then the current value of T» assigned to point 

2 is given by 

T2c = T2+ ^p- '2^2- V X?rl (52) 

2.6.3 Calculation of the r=l Point on the Reaction Front 

The calculation of a point on the reaction front presents certain 

problems because it lies on the boundary separating the reactive and non- 

reactive regions of the flow. The net size should be as small as possible 

in such a calculation, in order to get good results.  Let 5-3' and 1-2' be 

two (u-a) characteristics and let 5-1, 3-2 and 3'-2' be (u+a) characteristics 

(Figure 8).  Points 5, 3, 3' and 2' all lie in the reactive region while 

point 1 lies in the non-reactive region.  Points 5 and 2 lie on the reaction 

front line where x. = 1.  In the process of calculation of points along 

a (u-a) characteristic, the situation usuall> arises that as the reaction 

front is approached, a net such as 12'3'5 is encountered. Such a net 

calculation is first made on the assumption that the points 3' and 2'  lie 

in the non-reactive region, in order to ascertain that the po   2'  does 

indeed lie in the reactive region. A calculation involving tlu points 12'3'5 

is not really valid, because the reaction boundary is crossed by this net. 
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Therefore it is desirable to locate the point 2 on the reaction front. This 

is done by an iterative procedure using various points along the segment 5-1, 

i.e., the (u+a) characteristic through the last point 5 on the reaction line. 

Particle paths are drawn through a series of points on 5-1 to intersect the 

(u-a) characteristic through 1, such as the line 4-2, and the induction time 

at 2,   i  is calculated from the value x.  at point 4, until the following 
I2 14 

inequality is satisfied 

i.  - 1 OOl < 0.005 (53) 
12      ' 

Using this location of point 2, point 3 on the previous (u-a) line is 

found from purely geometric considerations. All the properties at point 3 

are known since all the points on line 5-3' have been previously calculated. 

Point 2 is now evaluated by considering that the characteristic 1-2 lies in 

the non-reactive region, while the characteristic 3-2 lies in the reactive 

region. The compatibility equations used are 

^ P     "5 u     2 ,„,   pu,  .   _ - 
^t + V — = " af (Wc + —) alon8 3-2 

6 p      6 u     2 pu        i    i T 

-^t - V — = " af T     along 1-2 

and p |g. . D£ = o along 4-2 (54) 
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2 6 4 Calculation of a Boundary Point such as D in Figure 3 

Let points 1 and 2 .in Figure 9 be points on the initial particle 

path OP. The properties at point 1 are known and the properties at point 3 

have just been calculated.  Line 1-3 is the (u+aj characteristic through 1 

and line 3-2 is the (u-a) characteristic through 3. Using the co-ordinates 

of points 1 and 3 and the slopes of lines 1-2 and 3-2, the location of 

point Z  is established.  The compatibility equations to be satisfied are 

%--   f(P.T.u) (55) 

M Dt  Dt K     ' 

along the particle path 1-2 and 

ÖP "5 U 2  ,PU    ,.,-,,      T  T lr-l\ 
"Tt - V — = " af (T + wc) along 3-2 (57) 

It is necessary to furnish the particle velocity at point 2, The velocity 

u,, is therefore calculated from blast wave theory as outlined previously 

liquation (55) is now applied along 1-2 to find u,, and W for the segment 1-2 

is calculated. The compatibility equation (57) along 3-2 is solved iteratively 

for p. and the temperature T_ is found from Equation (56). If the point 2 

lies ii. the non-reactive region, the procedure is essentially similar, with 

the exception of the evaluation of the quantities u and W . 

A specific problem is begun at a radius r1 with a given value for the 

input mach number at this point and a value for the parameter R controlling 

the rate of shock decay.  The calculation is terminated when the shock radius 

has reached a particular specified value. 
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The evaluation of the entire flow field in (r,t) co-ordinates is 

accomplished by calculating the points on successive (u-a) characteristics, 

each beginning with a shock point and ending with a point on the initial 

piston path OP. Owing to the long machine times involved in the calculation a 

problem was usually computed in sections by terminating a part of the 

calculation at a (u-a] characteristic after the elapse of a certain time, 

and using the points on this line to start the next part of the calculations. 

This procedure is continued until the lead shock attains the limit radius for 

the problem. 

Two sets of calculations were made. The first group enables us to study 

the effect of initial pressure and the rate of lead shock decay on the gas- 

dynamic parameters of the flow field, using as the basis of comparison, the 

flow behind the lead shock of an experimentally measured marginal detonation. 

The shock mach number in this case varies from 1.8 C.J. at the beginning to 

about 0.6 C.J. at the end of the detonation cell. But in the case of ordinary 

steady detonations, the lead shock mach number varies only from about 1.2 C.J. 

to 0,8 C.J. from the beginning to the end of the cell.  The scale of the 

corresponding blast wave model and the variation of the flow parameters is 

therefore noticeably different from those of marginal detonations. 

In order to study the flow field behind a lead shock whose characteristics 

are similar to the lead shock of a steady detonation wave, a second set of 

calculations were made. However in this case the shock mach number versus 

radius curve is not available and so we must secure the input parameters to 

the computer program by using additional theory and a different method of 

approach, employing the experimentally measured cell spacing from smoke- 

track records. A rich mixture with a stoichiometric ratio of 2.12 and a lean 

mixture with a stoichiometric ratio of 0,36, both diluted with 60 percent of 

argon, were chosen. Smoke track records with these mixtures at an ambient 
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pressure of 150 mm of mercury had been taken previously. We must now elicit 

from these smoke records the input parameters to the computer program, to begin 

our calculations. 

58 
It can be shown  by applying the Rankine-llugoniot equations across 

the three shock transitions of a typical mach stem configuration (Figure 10a), 

that the mach numbers of the three shocks involved satisfy the relation 

M7 ^ MR ^ 

to within an accuracy of seven percent.  With a knowledge of the initial 

pressure and mixture composition, the mach number of the transverse wave 

M can be calculated using a computer program developed by Strehlow and 

59 
Biller    Now from the dynamics of Mach stem interactions, from which the 

detonation derives its steady nature, it is seen ' '  that the lead 

shock is a mach stem shock at the beginning of the cell and an incident shock 

at the end of the cell (Figure 10b). However the conditions at the very 

beginning of the cell are identical with the conditions at the extreme end 

of the cell i.e., at the points P and 0 in Figure 10b. Thus the equation (58) 

holds for the lead shock at these two positions in the cell. Since the lead 

shock can be modeled as a blast wave with a fixed center of explosion we 

can write 

(59] 

(60) 

Mj- =  MR (58) 
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Further we assume that very close to the center of the cell,  the mach number of 

the  lead shock is equal  to the C.J. mach number of the detonations.    Therefore 

R 2 > 

Mr.  is  known from the given ambient conditions and  initial mixture composition, 

and M    is  calculated from the computer program developed by   (59).    The cell 

length  I  is measured from available smoke track records.     To begin the 

calculations for a given set of ambient conditions  and mixture composition 

we need to know the initial radius r1  and tne shock mach number there,  i.e., 

M.,;  also the final radius  r- and the final shock mach number NL and the 

decay parameter R  .    We can therefore solve for these unknown quantities 

r      r,,,  Nt,,  M   and R    from the algebraic equations   (58)  to  (61).    Using the 

calculated values of M^ and r.   at  the starting point,   the required input 

parameters are supplied to the program and the computations are begun in a 

manner similar to the case of the marginal detonation discussed above. 
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3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Effect of Chemical Reaction on the Flow Field 

The first problem investigated was the flow field corresponding to 

the shock trajectory of the marginal detonation observed by Crooker (Figure 4). 

The curve representing the mean of the experimental values was modeled as 

an unreactive blast wave to obtain a value of 37.154 for the decay parameter 

R representing the scale of the explosion.  The calculations were initiated 

at a mach number of 9 and an initial radius of 4.4755 cms, and were terminated 

at a radius of 15.6 cm. The initial gas mixture consisted of stoichiometric 

hydrogen and oxygen diluted with fifty percent by volume argon. The initial 

temperature and pressure corresponded to the experimental conditions of 58 torr 

and 300 K respectively. 

Although the measured shock mach number is higher to begin with, an 

initial mach number of 9 was chosen for computational purposes, because the 

resulting shocked gas temperature was near the upper limit of the thermodynamic 

data available in reference 54.  The temperature usually dropped quickly in 

this hot region behind the strong initial shock, so that the major part of 

the flow lay away from this high temperature limit. Because of the rapid 

expansion of the flow field near the center of explosion, the gasdynamic 

parameters of the flow varied rapidly in this region, and the net size had 

to be kept as small as possible to obtain reliable results.  Further on where 

the lead shock was weaker and its rate of decay less marked, a larger net 

size could be employed. This control of net size was established by a checking 

procedure in the calculation of a shock point as described in the previous 

section.  The correct net size was one which did not change the flow parameters 

when varied by small amounts around this optimum value. 

■MM^M^te 



To study the effect of initial pressure on t he resulting flow field, 

calculations were made with the value of R fixed at 37.154 ems but with 
0 

initial pressures of one-fifth the experimental value, i.e., 11.6 torr, and 

five times the experimental v lue namely 280 torr. This gives a set of 

three calculations with the shock decay parameter fixed at 37. 154 ems. 

Calculations of the flow field were also made for the same three values of 

pressure viz. ll. 6 mm, 58 mm and 280 mm of merct: y, with the decay parameter 

first held at 18.577 ems and then at 74.308 ems. This gives a set of nine 

calculations of the flow fiel d from which we can study the effect of the 

rate of shock decay and the initial pressure on the gasdynamic parameters. 

To compare the flow field wi th chemical r eaction to the non-reactive 

flow field produced by the same shock trajectory, the problem was calculated 

for the three values of R and an initial pressure of 58 torr. Since the 
0 

flow field is self similar in the non-reactive case, it is not necessary to 

make any additional calculations. 

The variat i on of temperature T, react i on co-ordinate v, pressure p, 

enthalpy H and local flow mach number M along particle paths entering th~ 
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attenuating shock at different radii is shown in Figures 11 to 15 respectively, 

for the case corresponding to the experimentally measured marginal detonation 

;·ri th R = 3 7. 154 CD'~. The number on each curve j n Figure 11 indicates the 
0 

value of the non-dimensional radius or stream function at 1~hich the parti le 

was first engulfed by the shock. The first curves in Figures 11 and 12 

correspond to the initial particle path. From the first curve in Figure 11 

we see that close to the center of explosions, the temperatHre drops sharply 

before it lev ls off. This is due to the high rate of expansion of the flow. 

Another contriou:ory reasou is that the temperature of the shocked gas at this -ach n er 1s high enough to cause dissociation of the gas as shown in Figure 

1-. The radial distance travelled by a particle within the indu~ ~lon zone 
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in  this region is small because of the high temperatures  invclved.     Further 

on as  the shock decays and the temperature behind the  shock  front  falls off, 

the  radial  distance traversed by the particles in the  induction zone increases, 

The particles entering the shock at the end of its trajectory are not heated 

sufficiently to reach the recombination stage.    Thus  in an actual detonation 

cell,   the  lead shock has become weak towards the end of the cell and is 

unable to ignite the gas  in this region.     In order to secure the chemical 

energy  latent  in this gas,   it  is necessary that the gas be reheated by one 

of the transverse waves to further shorten the induction period and cause 

the  gas to undergo recombination.    Thus the rates of decay of the three 

shocks involved at a triple shock intersection could be  intimately linked 

to the chemical  reaction rates  such that the correct  shock strengths would 

be  re-established by the collision of the oppositely travelling transverse 

waves.    This would discontinuously increase the lead shock strength to its 

value at the beginning of the  cell and the cycle would begin again.    From 

Figures  11,   12 and 16 we see  that towards the center of the explosion,  the 

radial  expansion of the gas  is more pronounced and hence although heat is 

being  liberated by the hydrogen-oxygen mixture in the  reactive region,  the 

cooling effect of the gas expansion dominates causing the temperature of 

the gas  to remain fairly constant.     As the shock decays,  the heat release 

at  the end of the induction period dominates over the cooling effects of 

the  flow expansion and the temperature of the gas  rises  in the  recombination 

region.     Particles that entered the shock close to the  center of the explosion 

have essentially reached equilibrium by the time the shock has  traversed one 

cell   length,  while changes  in temperature and composition continue to occur 

in the gas that has been engulfed by the shock towards  the end of the cell. 

The chemical composition of the gas as described by the recombinatJon 

parameter v is  shown in Figure  12,  for the different particle paths.    The 
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curves all begin on the v equals one line as it is at this value of the 

reaction co-ordinate that the recombination process begi ns. The length of the 

horizontal portion of each curve indicates the radial distance travelled by a 

particle within the induction zone . It is seen that particles entering the 

shock where it is weaker undergo longer induction periods than particles which 

were swallowed by the shock where it was still strong . For this particular 

case where the i nitial mach number is nine the temperature behind the shock i s 

i ni tially high enough to cause dissociation of the hydrogen-oxygen mixture. The 

rate of dissociation i s almost an order of magnitude higher than the rate of 

recombination as shown in Fi gure 22. Thus the gas dissociates rapidly, causing 

a qui ck drop in the temperature. As the shock attenuates, the gas is not com-

pressed to so high a temperature as to cause dissociation, and it forthwith 

recombines at the end of the induction zone. From Figure 12 we see that although 

the gas engulfed by the shock in the early stages of the expansion has the maxi-

mum amount of t i me available for recombination, it still does not undergo the 

maxim~~ extent of recombinat i on, as evidenced by the values of v at the extreme 

radius represented. The lowest value of v and hence the highest extent of re-

combinat i on is attained by the part i cle which was hit by the shock at a non-

dv dimensional radius of 0.65. This particle also has the greatest slope dT at the 

end of the induct ion zone as can be readily seen from Figure 12. An examination 

of the calculatiuns reveals that the region immediately adjacent to the reaction 

f ront i s one where the recombination rate is high. The recombination rate as 

gi ven by equation 29 is a func t ion of the density and the recombination param-

eter v, and is a maximum when v is unity. Thus the longer a particle stays i n 

thi s region of high recombination, the higher will be the extent of recombina-

tion and the greater the heat release. Particles that enter the shock close to 

the center of explosion have a high velocity imparte~ to them which carries 

them quickly through this region of high recombination into cooler, less 
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dense areas.    K^rticles that enter the shock at some optimum position attain 

the lowest values of v because their gasdynamic properties are such that they 

spend the most time in this region of high recombination, while particles  that 

enter the shock where it  is weak do not have sufficient  time to recombine  fully. 

Besides  in this region where the density behind the shock is  lower, the recombi- 

nation rate -j— is at its   lowest value.    The lowest value of v attained in 
dt 

this case at an initial pressure of 58 mm jf mercury and R    = 37.154 cms 

corresponding to the marginal detonation is 0.675,   i.e.,  32.5 percent. 

Thus we see that the extent of recombination or the amount of chemical 

energy released to the  flow is  intimately connected with the dynamics of the 

shock motion.     In the case just discussed the mixture is  stoichiometric with 

fifty percent argon dilution.    The heat release and the specific variation of 

the heat release with position and time all combine to influence the gasdynamic 

parameters of the flow, which in turn affect the strength and rate of decay of 

the lead shock.    Thus the attenuation of the lead shock in a detonation cell is 

governed by all these factors.    At the end of the cell a regenerative mechanism 

becomes operative which discontinuously increases  the shock strength to the 

value it had at the beginning of the cell and the process repeats.    At this 

time this regenerative mechanism is considered t) be effected by the collision 

of transverse waves and the sudden explosion of tlie gas at the end of the cell. 

In the case of a marginal detonation the discontinuous  increase in lead shock 

strength at the end of the cell  ,s  a maximum a.d hence the strength of the 

regenerative mechanism is  also a   laximum.    Since the process  is a non-steady 

one,  the rate and extent  of lead shock decay is  connected with the rate and 

extent of the re-establishing mechanism, which are together connected with the 

gasdynamic and rate processes occurring in the flow. 
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The variation of pressure along different particle paths  is  shown in 

Figure  13.     The pressure decreases  rapidly in the region near the center of 

explosion due to rapid flow expansion and the effect of heat addition is 

thus not apparent.    However, as the rate of flow expansion decreases,  a 

distinct  change  in slope occurs  at  the end of the induction  zone.     It will 

be noticed that  the rate of decrease of pressure is  less  in the reactive 

region generally than in the non-reactive induction zone. 

The pressure curve corresponding to a particle that  entered the shock 

at a radius of 0.85 shows some interesting effects.    The induction period 

for this particle ends  at a radius  of about  1.07   (Figure  12).    The rise 

in the enthalpy curve before this  radius  in Figure 14 is  due essentially to 

the temperature correction applied at the end of the induction zone  in this 

calculation.    The pressure curve exhibits  an  increased drop rate just in this 

region around a radius value of 1.05 because the flow is  subsonic at this 

radius   (Figure  15).     However, beyond a radius of 1.07 the pressure decreases 

slowly again, being controlled mainly by flow expansion processes.     The 

effect of heat addition due to chemical  recombination on the flow mach number 

is shown  in Figure  15.     It is seen that  a combination of area effects and 

heating effects  control the variation of the mach number as  evidenced by a 

comparison of Figures  15 and 18.     Since no chemical effects  are present  in 

the non-reactive case   (Figure  18),   the mach number along the particle paths 

is controlled entirely b>   the flow  expansion. 

To compare the reactive flow  field with the non-reactive frozen 

composition flow,  a calculation was made  for the same value of the parameter 

R    as  in the case just discussed,   namely 37.154 cms.    The  initial composition 

was the same,  as also the initial  shock mach number and initial  radius at 

which the  calculations were begun.     The  calculation of points  in the  flow 

field within the induction zone  is   identical  to the calculation of similar 



points in the induction zone of the r active c se . However for the non

reactive calculation, the chemical reaction is suppressed at the end of the 

induction zone, and the entire flow field is calculated as if the gas is of 

fixed frozen composition. 
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Figures 16, 17 and 18 illustrat the temperature, pressure and Mach number 

variation along partic l paths, for the same input piston trajectory as the 

react i e problem just discussed. The figures show that the temperature, 

pressure and mach number decrease smoothly wi thout any effects due to exo-

thermic chemical reaction. Each curve starts at a l o er point on the vertical 

scale, becau~e of the decaying shock, as i n t he case with chemical reaction. 

3.2 Effect of Pressure on the Flow Field . 

In order to study the effect of pressure on the flow vari ables in the 

presence of chemi cal react ion, calculat i ons were made keeping all other 

input parameters cons tant but changing the i nitial pressure first to 280 torr 

and t hen t o 11.6 tor r. The decay param ter R remai ned at 37 .154 ems and the 
0 

composi t ion was unchanged. Figures 19, 20 and 21 show the variation of 

temperature T, reaction co-ordinate v and pressure p along particles that 

entered th shoe at t he s points s in the cas er the initial pressure 

w s 58 torr. Co p ring Figures 11 and 19 and Figures 12 nd 20 it can be 

seen th t b c use of the pr ev ilin higher d n ties within the inductlon 

zone her di 1 di tanc tra,ell d by par icles ithin it v ry uch 

reduced. e te er tur t th nd of th induction zone increases v ry 

r pidly ven clo to th c nt r of xplo on th coolin ef c of 

fl e ion i 110r pronounc d. Th uilibriu t :-atur 's hi h r 

1n the c th in t 1 i 2 0 torr. Th c ion r t which 

i ord r o h h 1 th r co in ticn 
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to proceed further in this case. The recombination parameter v has a 

lowest value of about 0.4 indicating a recombination of 60 percent. Figure 20 

show~ that recombination processes release sufficient heat that the temperature 

rises high enough for dissociation processes to compete with the recombination 

as exe i fied by the curves corresponding to stream function values of 0.55 

and 0.65. 

A comparison of Figures 12 and 20 reveals that although the rate of 

dissociation is at least five tiaes larger in the high pressure case (Figure 22) 

the actual magnitude of the dissociation is lower viz, 1.446 as against 1.4931 

at an initial pressure of 58 torr. The amount of dissociation at the higher 

pressu e is l~er because Figure 22 shows that at the higher pressure the 

dv recombi nation rate dt ch ges from dissociation to recombination closer to 

the c nter of explosion at the higher in~ · 1 pressure. This is offset to 

some extent by the fact that the flow velocity decreases faster in the high 

pressure case, so that the tim~ the particle remains in the dissociat ive 

region is longer. However the velocity does not decrease sufficiently rapidly 

so that the xt nt of dissoci tion in each c is almoj t th same. This 

represen dissoci tion of roughly sixt n percent. 

Figure 20 shows that reco in tion t th higher pressure acco pl" hed 

extr ly pidly illustr t d by the st epn ss o th v versu r diu 

curves. Th radial distance tr vell d by par icl in th r ct ·on zon 

foll in induction is o th o d r of on to t o c b for the 

p rticl t ains v 1 0 clo to th qu libriua valu . 

A th 1 er of 11.6 0 co ina ·on rat illustr ted 

in Fi ur ch 1 r d ene X nt o r coabinat on alon th 

p icl tr j ctori is Th is hown in P gur 23. v ry 

enr y i le 0 -.h durina th t1 tha h 

oc to tra 1 rou t 0 th d tonat on c 11. 



The pressure versus radius curve along particle paths for the higher 

initial pressure of 280 torr is shown in Figure 21 . The pr~ssure decays 

.apidly behind the lead shock wave . The high heat release rates at this 

high pressure cause perceptible changes in the s l opes of these curves even 

for particles that enter ed the shock close to the center of explosion. This 

shows that the r pid release of chemical energy at the higher pressures 

strongly influences the flow characteristics. 

3.3 Effect of Pressure on Lead Shock Decay 

The variation of shock mach number versus the shock radius for a value 

of R of 37.154 ems and init i al pressures of 11.6 mm, 58 mm and 280 mm of 
0 

mercury i s sho n 1 Figure 24. The shock mach number for the non-react i ve 

case at an i ni t i al precsure of 58 t or r is al so shown i n the f i gure. It is 

seen t hat at this i ni t ial pr ur e the shock f ront decays faster when ther e 

so 

is chemical reaction t han in t he non-reactive ca e . A higher init i al pressure 

of 280 torr produces an even f aster l ead shock decay , and a reduction i n 

press r 11.6 torr gives t he s l ow s t rate of shock d ay . The shock 

str ngth i s ound to be sensitive to 'the effect ive "piston veloci t y" beh ind 

the oc tha sustains it . A comp rison of Figures 15 and 18 shows that 

th chn er of the flo d cr e faster ith ch mical reaction. This 

i s to b exp cted, ince h at is added to the flo s th exothermic r combi -

nat i on occur in t h , c usin re r pid d c y in the flow veloci!y 

t h n in h non-rc cti ve ca At hi gher pr ssure incre d r tes of hea 

1' fas r deer of flow veloci y. e t o he t 

i io th r or , th "pi ton v loci y" us t ainin th shoe i d cr ed 

d t hoc attenu te fas er. Th th d c y of th hoc fron increa 

p ur ·n a che ic lly r ctiv 
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3.4 Ef fect of Rate of Lead Shock Decay on the Flow Field 

Sin-e the f low field behind expanding cylindrical detonations is 

non-steady and the rates of a number of simultaneously occurr ing processes 

all interact to produce the final flow pattern, a study was made to see how 

the rate of lead shock decay influenced the characteristics of the flow. 

Calculations were made of the flow field keeping the pressure constant at 

each of the three values used in this study, but varying the parameter R 
0 

controlling the velocity along the piston trajectory and hence dictating the 

rate of shock decay. For example, at a pressure of 58 torr, the flow field 

was calculated at values of R fixed at 37.154, 74. 308 and 18.577 ems. Since 
0 

the inp'Jt piston velocity along the initial particle path calculated from 

blast wave theory is dependent o value of R o' this change in input 

velocity suitably '.11 ters the sho ... ... ctory . Increasing the value of R 
0 

reduces the rate of shock decay an i ce versa. The parameter R is 
0 

representative of the amotnt of energy introduced into the flow field by 

the power source initia: ing the explosion. A large value of R signifies a 
0 

greater unt of energy deposited in the flow field, producing a stronger 

shock which decays less rapidly. 

Figures 25 and 26 show th variation of temperature T and reactio 

co-ordinate v along partie! paths for the e initial conditions of 58 torr 

pressure and 300° te perature. The valu of R
0 

is now 74.308 ems, i.e., the 

shoe front dec ys h l £ s f s s before. Comp ring Figure 25 and 26 with 

Fi ures 11 nd 12 e can see ho th reduced rat o sho: k d cay aff cts the 

flow. In th fl field b nind xpandin cylindrical detonations , the gas .. 

dyn c exp sion proc sse~ v e , ·ith the che · c 1 r. t proc sses. A reduced 

rate of shoe d cay rc~ ces the rat t hich th te era ure, pressure and 

fl oeity b ind th shoe · al off. Th qu nching ef ect of rapid 
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expansion are present to a l ess er degree and t he chemical react ion takes 

place under l es s adverse flow conditions than if the lead shock decayed rapidly. 

A slower decay of the shock f ront also provides more time f or the recombinat ion 

processes. Thus Figures 11 and 25 show t hat once the recomb i nat ion processes 

set in, the temper ature rise along particle pat hs i s greater, in the case 

with the slower rate of shock decay. The temperature at the outermost 

radius for t he same extent of lead shock decay is high r f or corresponding 

particle paths. The lowest value of v is 0. 58 whe i s 74.308 ems as against 
0 

0.675 when R is 37.154 ems. It is i nteresting to note that the lowest value 
0 

of v is attained by the particle that entered the shock at a stream function 

value of 0. 65 when R i s 37. 154 ems and by the corresponding particle with 
0 

a stream funct i on value of 1. 30 when R = 74.308 ems. 
0 

I f t he value of R is now kept cons tant at 74.308 ems but the i niti al 
0 

pressur e is ncreased to 280 torr, we have the combined effect of the low rate 

of gas expansion and the high rate of chemical r ecomb inat ion. These two effects 

still further increase the rate of temperatur e rise along partic l e pa hs in 

the reco ination region. The recombination processes progress further to give 

a value of v o 0 .36. if the rate of lead shock decay is increased by a 

factor of 4, by reducing R to 18.577 c s. while still maintaining th initial 
0 

pres ur at 280 torr, the lo est v lu of tt ited becom s 0.44. Thus we 

see th t t initi 1 pressure of 280 torr, wh r the r co ination r te is 

hi er, th te long p rticl p ths nd the extent of reco ina-

ion i con roll d 1 st n ir ly by th r pid, do inant, exothe 'c chemical 

r ction. Altho h the high r r t of hoc d c y, th p r icle have le 

ti ail le or reco in tion for th r due ion in hoc ach nu er, 

h differ nc in the xi of in ion bed by he 



lowest values of v attained is less marked. Thus the amount of heat given 

to the flow is almost entirely controlled by the chemical rate processes at 

the higher pressures. 
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3.5 Effect of Rate of Shock Decay and Pressure on the Reaction Zone Thickness 

The experimental measurement of reaction zone thickness in detonation 

waves is usua l ly made by schlieren or interferometric techniques, and is taken 

to be the distance from the lead shock to the region of strong density gradient. 

From the present calculations we see that t he strongest density gradient is 

produced in the region immediately adjacent to the end of the induction zone. 

This is because the recomb i nation rate and hence the heat release rate is 

greatest in this region, as evidenced by the steep drop in the v values. After 

this ini t ial r apid decr ease, the v values however continue to drop at a slower 

rate until they reach an almost constant equilibrium value. The extent of 

the reaction zone strictly speaking is the distance from the shock front to 

the point where the particle is essentially in equilibrium. To attain complete 

equilibrium would indeed ta e a long ti However from the calcula~ions we 

see that the particles tt in values of v close t o the equilibrium valu in 

fairly short ti es of the order of 0 icro cond It i se n from the 

r phs that the radi 1 di t nc tr v lled by th particl be ore they J.'each 

ui libriu val 0 v s--s ith th pr ur , but incr e as th 

r 0 hoc v r r 0 hoc c y' th coolin 

ffec 0 r no ch n t nt to c u 

0 c on oon r, c 1 ct con inu to 

thu n r y p r icl th n 

0 on . 



3.6 Effect of Pres$ure on the Induction Zone 

Figure 27 shows the radial distance travelled by particles in the 

induction zone plotted against the stream function or the radial co-ordinate 

at which they entered the shock. R was kept constant at 37 . 154 ems, as 
0 
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also the initial Mach number at which the calculations were begun. The three 

curves represent the radial distance travelled by particle paths for the 

three reactive cases where the initial pressure is 11.6 . ~ 8 and 280 torr 

respectively, and for the non-reactive case for an initial pressure of 58 torr. 

It is seen from the figure that the radial distance travelled by a particle 

within the induction zone is greater in the reactive case than in the non-

reactive case, all other conditions remaining the same. At smaller radii the 

difference is not readily apparent. Two factors contribute towards the increase 

of radial distance travelled by a particle within the induction zone. As 

illustrated by Figure 24, the shock front decays more rapidly when chemical 

recombination follows the induction period, reducing the effective piston 

velocity driving the shock. At any given radius the shock mach number with 

chemical r action is consistently lower, and hence the temperature, pressure and 

flo velocity behind the shock are also lower. The induction time as given by 

equation 22 is dependent on the temperature and density, and therefore i ncreases 

t the lo er temper t res and pressures behind the shock with chemical reaction. 

Although the partie! s h ve slightly 1 er flow velocity in the reactive case 

th di t ce travel! din th indu tion zone is still higher. This 's becaus ~e 

in ction ti c lculat d fro equatlvn 22 is h ghly pressure sensitive. This 

c 1 born out by th curv for h 1 er and higher pressure in Fi ure 27. 

I pr n c lculat on a corr ction as made tow rds 

c 0 0 0 rod. ound that the radial distance 

b a p r ic 0 vry nsitive to this 
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temperature correction. The reaction front could be made to move appreciably 

closer to the shock front by increasing the temperature correction. 

3.7 Effect of Mixture Composition on the Flow Field Behind Steady Detonation 

Waves 

So far we have studied the effect of the rate of lead shock decay and 

the initial pressure on the gasdynamic parameters of the flow behind the 

lead shock, using as our standard of comparison the lead shock cor~esponding 

to an experimentally observed margi11al detonation in a stoichiometric hydrogen

oxygen mixture. To study the effects of chemical reaction on the flow field 

behind shock waves correspon n ~. o normal "steadily" propagating detonations, 

in particular to s tudy the effect of mixture composition on the flow field in 

these cases, a second set of calculations were made as outlined towards the 

close of the section on theoretical considerations. 

Two mixt ure compositions were selected for which experimental smoke t rack 

data h~d b~en taken earlier. One was a fuel lean mixture with a toichiometri 

ratio of 0.36, diluted with 60 percent argon, and the second was a fuel ri ch 

hydrogen oxygen mixture with a stoichiometric ratio of 2.12, again with the 

same arg n dilution of 60 percent by volume. The initial conditions for the 

test data were the same for both mixtures, namely 300°K and an initial pressure 

of 150 torr. Figure 28 shows the cellular experimental smoke track records 

for these mixtures. From the calculations we find that the lead shock decays 

fro a ach number of 4.64 to 3.88 from the beginning to the end of the cell 

for th leal ixture with = 0.36. The Chapman-Jouguet ma~h number is 4.23. 

This constitutes a decrease of 0.76 in the mach number or eighteen percent of 

the C.J. v lue. For the rich ixture with = 2.12 the lead shock mach number 

decrea es fro 4.56 to 3.812 r~presenting a variation of 14.7 percen of the 
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C.J . mach number which is 4.374. The mach number variation of the lead shock 

is therefore quite small in the caS(! of steady detonations. 

The values of the decay parameter R calculated from the blast wave theory 
0 

model using the experimental cell lengths f rom Figure 28 were 64 .7 ems and 

112.0 ems for the lean and rich mixtures respectively. To study the effect 

of the rate of lead shock decay in these off-stoichiometric mixtures, the 

decay parameter R was varied in each case to cause a shock decay twice as 
0 

fast and half as fast as in the actual physical situation. 

Figures 29 to 32 show the variation of temperature, reaction co-ordinate 

v, enthalpy H and mach number M along particle paths in the lean mixture with 

~ = 0.36 and R = 64.7 ems, and Figures 33 and 34 represent the t0mperature 
0 

and reaction co-ordinate along part i cle paths for the rich mixture with~= 2.12 

and R = 112.0 ems. 
0 

Figures 29 and 30 show that the lead shock variation is such that conditions 

are optimum for the exothermic recombination reactions to occur rapidly After 

a brief induction period, the major part of the recombination occurs within a 

radial distanc~ of about 2 millimeters, causing the temperature to rise sharply 

at the en of the induction zone. Although the mixture is lean, the gasdynamic 

flow conditions are favorable for rapid recombination. Figure 30 shows that 

there is no d~ s ion in the gas that entered the shock close to the center 

of explosion as in the case of Figure 12 for a marginal detonation. Yne maximum 

reco in tion occurs along the particle path t st entered t e shock, 

demonstrati~g that the recombination rate is fairly uniform throughout the 

flow, and that the amount of time available for recombination controls the 

extent of recombination . It is seen from Figure 30 that recombination is 

al ~complete, i.e., almost all the hydrogen present is used up. The tempera-

ture along gas particles soon reaches the equilibrium value as il lustrated in 



Figure 29. A comparison of Fi gures 14 and 31 shows that the enthalpy r ises 

sharply in the region of exothermic chemical r eaction f or the "steady" 

detonation before falling off or. account of the f l ow expansion . 

Figure 33 and 34 illustrate the variation of temperature T and react i on 

co-or dinate v al ong particle paths for t he rich mixture w' t h ¢1 - 2. 12 . 

The react ion is almost complete in this case also as evidenced by the low 

va l ues of v attained by the part i cl es in Figure 34. The flow fi e ld is 

very much s i milar to the case when the hydrogen-oxygen mixture was lean. 

I t is interesting to note that i n the case of these steady detonations. that 

t he ratio of R for the lean and rich mixtures which is 0.592 is very nearly 
0 

equal to the ratio of t he cell 1 ngths which is 0 . 578. 

The rate of shock decay influences the flow field in a ~anner similar 

to the case wi th the stoic~iometric mixture described above. 

In Figure 35 is plotted the shock mach number against the radius of the 
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lead shock correspondin~ o the detonation. cell of Fig re 28a. This is a 

l ean mixture wi th R = 64. 7. On the same graph is pl otte t he radia distance 
0 

travelled by a particle ~n t he induction zone against the radius at whi ch 

the particle fir s t entered the shock . A careful exami nation of the ma~h 

number versus r aiius curve shows that t here i s a sharp change in the slope 

of t he curve at a radius of about 1. 410 . Short ly thereafter there is a 

marked incr~ase in the radial distance trave l ed by a particle in the 

induction zone. Thus there appears to be two different regimes cont rol ling 

the flow and influencing t he shock propagat i on . The locat i on of t he changes 

in S!ope of these curves corresponds extreme ly wel l t~ the location in t he 

cell where the triple point path defining the cell boundary changes its 

direction. The radial distance travelled by a partic l e within the i nduction 

zone r emains quite small an the react i on front stays close t v the shock 

front. During the l at ter half ot the shock travel, the r adial distance t r avel l ed 
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by a particle within the induction zone increases markedly, but the rate 

of shock attenuation decreases. Thus the influences of the re-establishing 

mechanism appear to be felt during the latter half of the shock trajectory. 

In Figure 36 are plotted the total time available for reaction and the 

induction time experienced by a particle, against the radial location at 

which the particle enters the shock.  From the figure we see that towards 

the latter end of the shock trajectory, close to the end of the detonation 

cell the gas particles have very little time available for recombination. 

Indeed at the very end of the cell, the g-ses are still unreacted and must 

be heated by additional transverse waves to undergo reaction. 
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented hitherto lead to a number of observations.  The 

interaction of the chemical kinetics and heat release phenomena with the 

gasdynamics of the flow appreciably alters the temperature, density and 

flow velocity in a space-time co-ordinate system behind the incident 

shock wave (Figures 11-18). This in turn influences the strength and 

decay rate of the lead shock at later times as shown in Figure 24. Thus 

the strength and attenuation of the curved lead shock of a "steady" 

detonation modeled as a cylindrical blast wave, is controlled by the 

chemical rate processes and the hydrodynamics of the flow downstream 

of the lead shock wave. This is illustrated in the present calculation with 

24 
special reference to the marginal detonation observed by Crooker 

In an actual detonation cell, a regenerative transverse wave collision 

mechanism at the end of the cell ensures that the lead shock strength is 

suddenly increased to its initial value at the beginning of the cell.  In 

their investigation of transverse waves in detonations, it has been shown 

by Strehlow and co-workers  that at fairly high argon dilutions, the 

interaction of colliding triple shock configurations can be adequately 

described as a regular reflection of a single mach stem structure subject 

to an unreactive-unreactive slip stream balance condition. Therefore, 

while the energetics of the collision mechanism may in some cases be studied 

on the unreactive gas assumption, the present study shows that the rate of 

lead shock decay and its strength at any particular location is controlled 

by the reactive flow field behind the shock. The process being unsteady, 

the detonation cell spacing is thus dependent on the unsteady kinetic rate 

processes in the shocked gas. 
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The results of the present study show that the overall effects of the 

chemical processes in the hydrogen-oxygen system arc strongly dependent on 

the initial pressure and to a lesser degree on the mixture composition, 

dilution and rate of shock decay.  In limit situations, it is to be 

expected that the chemical composition of the gas and the shock decay 

rate will also enter strongly into the picture.  Belles " has calculated 

the composition limits of detonation of hydrogen-oxygen mixtures using 

the criterion that the lead shock strength should be of such a magnitude 

as to cause spontaneous explosion of the shocked gas behind it.  At the 

detonation limit the shock is unable to cause the gas behind it to explode. 

It would appear on the basis of what we now know of the complex detonation 

structure that the agreement obtained by Belles with the experimentally 

measured composition limits is fortuitous and is more likely influenced by 

the fact that the collision of transverse waves at the end of the detonation 

cell does indeed cause the gas to explode spontmeously, strengthening the 

lead shock wave in the process.  However the lead shock strength <ind decay 

rate is coupled to the strength and rate of change of the individual shocks 

of the triple shock configuration.  It is possible that this decay rate, 

which is also dependent on the chemical rate process, adjusts itself 

so that the effectiveness of the regenerative transverse wave collision 

process is still governed by the kinetic explosion limit criterion. 

Thus in the present study for the lean mixture with ♦ = 0.36 and 

the rich mixture with $ • 2.12 we see that the lead shock strength varlee 

by less than 20 percent and the decay rate is kept down to a minimum. 

Almost all the heat of reaction is released to the flow in the time 

available for the lead shock decay. Thus the detonation wave spontaneously 

avails itself of the optimum lead shock strength and decay rate such that 

the collision mechanism is effective within the detonation limits. 
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A similar argument  could be presented for the pressure  limits of 

detonation.     The present  study illustrates  the  strong  influence of the 

initial pressure on the shock  front decay  (Figure 24),  and hence on the 

pressure explosion limit of the transverse wave mechanism.    This  is 
3-» 

confirmed by the experiments of Knystautas " on spherical detonations 

where the expanding detonation front fails  to break up  into a nultifront 

detonation as  the pressure  limit of explosion  is  approached. 

The present investigation shows that the reaction time decreases with 

pressure, all  other conditions  remaining tne same,  as  can be seen from 

Iigurcs  12,  20 and 23.     The reaction zone thickness  is  thus reduced as  the 

pressure increases.    These results are in qualitative agreement with the 

observations of Jost, Just and Wagner    , who have made optical measurements 

of the reaction  zone behind steady waves  in hydrogen-oxygen and hydrocarbon- 

oxygen mixtures.    Their measured thicknesses are however considerably  larger 

than calculated reaction zone thicknesses The present investigation 

goes  further  in that it reveals that during the time the shock  travels 

through one cell  length, different particles entering the shock at different 

radii have different induction and reaction times   (Figure 36).    An evaluaticn 

of the gross  time as made by Jost et al can at best be taken as an average 

value. 

The position of the reaction front is dependent on the shock strength 

and initial pressure as shown in Figure 27 for the experimentally observed 

28 marginal detonation.     Lundstrom and Oppenheim      have calculated the position 

of the reaction front for the particular case of the detonation observed by 

Steel.    They modeled the detonation front as a decaying b;ast wave, which 

is not purely cylindrical as  in the present calculation.    Th? interaction 
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of the gasJynamics with the chemical kinetics is not taken into account in 

their calculations, i.e., no heat release effects are considered.  The 

position of the reaction front is not obtained by numerical integration 

along particle paths as in the present investigation, but is computed on 

the basis of the gasdynamic parameters of the flow immediately downstream 

of the decaying shock front.  Their calculations therefore do not include 

the influence of chemical reaction on the shock front at later times, so 

that the influence of the increased shock decay rate is not reflected in 

their results. Also the effects of flow expansion within the induction 

:onc is not taken into account.  The present calculations show that the 

real kinetic behivior of the hydrogen-oxygen system results in a longer 

induction period than if the interaction of the chemical kinetics and the 

hydrodynamics be neglected. 

Figure 24 shows that the rate of decay of the lead shock is greater 

when chemical reaction is present.  It is seen from Figure 4 that the 

cylindrical blast wave model used in this study does indeed give a fairly 

24 
close agreement with the measured shock trajectory of Crooker .  Figure 

24 shows that by the time the shock has reached a non-dimensional radius 

of 0.8 the increased shock decay rate has caused the shock mach number in 

the reactive mixture to decrease by about 0.95 more than in the non-reactive 

case, for the same initial pressure of 58 torr.  It was observed by Crooker 

that in the vicinity of this radius the mach number versus radius curve on 

a semi-log plot exhibited a distinct change in slope.  The present calcula- 

tions show that beyond this radius, the decay of the shock in the reactive 

gas is the same as that of the shock in the frozen composition gas. Figure 

27 also shows that near this radius of 0.8 there is a marked increase in 
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the radial distance travelled by a particle within the induction zone.    Thus 

it would appear that as far as the shock front is concerned,  there is a 

decoupling of the shock front  from the reaction front at this point in the 

shock trajectory.    This decoupling of the shock and reaction fronts  lowers 

the rate of shock decay and the shock front behaves as if it were propagat- 

ing  in a non-rcactivc medium.    This same effect is also observed in Figure 

55 in the case of a steady detonation in the  lean mixture with ♦ =  0.36. 

A similar effect has been observed by Bach, Knystautas   and Lee    .    In 

their experiments on spherical detonations in acetylene-oxygen mixtures 

they  find that  the shock and reaction fronts become decoupled when the 

energy deposited in the flow by the laser spark source initiating the 

explosion is a critical value.    The shock wave which is initially over- 

driven as in our observations,  first decays and the reaction front subse- 

quently decouples  from the shock front.     It is also observed from the 

experimental shock trajectory of Bach et al that following this decoupling, 

the shock front decays at a reduced rate,  followed finally by the breaking 

up of the spherical  shock wave into a multifront detonation. 

It would be worthwhile investigating whether the lead shock mach number 

at this point where decoupling occurs is  such that it fails to cause the gas 

to explode spontaneously behind it.    It would also be interesting to see 

if the shock decay rate from this point to the end of the cell is related 

to the strength of the transverse wave mechanism at the end of the cell, 

such that the collision of transverse waves just enables the gas to 

spontaneously explode. 

The present study shows that not all the latent chemical energy is 

released to the flow if the gas is processed by the lead shock alone. 

Thus for the cylindrical detonation model used in this study,  the calculations 
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show that for he  etonation propagating in the rich mixture with $ = 2.12, 

the lowest value of v attained by a particle is 0.2, while for the lean 

mixture with * = 0.36, the lowest value of y is 0.15.  Ur in other words, 

about eighty percent of the available chemical energy is imparted to the 

flow in the case of the rich mixture and eighty-five percent in the case 

of the lean mixture when the gas is processed by the lead shock alone. 

The exact amount of energy given to the flow is dependent on the \>  values 

as well as the stoichiometry of the mixture.  In the case of the marginal 

detonation studied in this work the lowest value of v attained along the 

particle paths is only 0.675, i.e., 32.5 percent of the energy has been 

released tc the flow. 

It has already been mentioned that the strength of the transverse 

wave regenerating mechanism is high in the case of the marginal detonation. 

The lead shock wave is regenerated by the sudden release of explosive 

chemical energy brought about by the interaction of colliding transverse 

waves.  In the case of the marginal detonation a large part of the chemical 

energy is still available as evidenced by the high values of v attained 

by the particles. This energy is utilized or released by the colliding 

transverse waves to strongly boost the lead shock strength. In the case 

of "steady" detonations, the major part of the chemical energy has already 

been released to the flow as the gas is traversed by the lead shock. The 

lead shock decay is small and the transverse wave regenerating mechanism has 

only a small portion of the chemical energy available to bolster the lead 

shock strength. This is just sufficient to increase the mach number of the 

lead shock to its value at the beginning of the cell. 

Thus the underlying propagating mechanism of the detonation avails 

itself of the correct lead shock strength and decay rate in conjunction with 
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the prevailing chemical, thermodynamic and gasdynamic constraints. 

This is evidenced by the fact that very regular cell spacings are observed 

in such systems as the hydrogen-oxygen system, the ethylene and acetylene 

systems, but the spacings are not regular in other systems ;uch as the 

pTopane system, where the chemistry of ehe heat release is markedly 

different. However even for those cases where the structure is regular 

the process is non-steady and any quantitative study should be integrated 

with respect to time. Thus it would be interesting to evaluate the 

chemical energy given to the flow, integrated along all the particle paths, 

during the time that the lead shock traverses one cell length to see if 

this is related in any way to the difference in blast wave energy of the 

lead shock wave from the beginning to the end of the cell.  It would also 

be interesting to see if the rate of energy release through chemical 

reaction is related to the enthalpy change across the lead shock at the 

point where decoupling of the reaction front occurs. 
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APPENDIX 

CHARACTERISTIC DIRECTIONS IN ONE DIMENSIONAL NON-STEADY REACTIVE FLOW 

The governing equations for one dimensional non-steady reactive flow 

are 

Continuity:    |f + u |£-+ p |ü + £ü = 0 (1) 7       9t 9r      K 9r      r 

Momentum:      p -r— + pu T— + -^ = 0 (2) 3t 3r      3r 

Energy: P ^ - ^ = 0 (3) 

Rate: dt !:: "  (P' p' ^ ^ 

State: h = h  (p,  p, v) (5) 

We can use the equation of state  (5)  to find •jr- in the energy equation  (3). 

Therefore differentiating equation  (5) w.r.t.r and t and substituting in  (3) 

we get 

1      3p        u    3p      3D 3p        v  9v v    3v      _ ,,,, 
-~3t-—^+3t+U^ + -3t+H-37=0 (6) 

af af p p 

where the frozen sound velocity 

ph    - 1 

and h    = —   etc. 
P      9P 
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We have three basic dependent variables naaely p, o  and v and need three 

differential equations to work with. Hence the three differential equations 

chosen are the continuity equation (1), the momentum equation (2) and the 

combined equation (6). 

Let us transform these three equations to U,n) co-ordinates. We 

then have: 

Continuity Equation: T^- (r* ♦ u r*) * JF   P "Zt 

an at   an dr    dn dr  r 

Momentum Equation:    -at 3* + ^ (^ + " ä? )  P  s -   (^ ä7 *  p ^   3t * 

3u    ^ (9) 
pu 3n    3r 

Combined Energy and State Equation: 

35 ^ 3t    3r J ^   2 •'   35 ^t  u 3r ^ 
af 

1 3p  3n   u   3£ 3rL  3£_ Sr^ 3£_ 3ri_   v Sv 
2 3n 3t + "T~ 3n 3r ' 3n 3t " U 3n  3r " h 3t 

af        af p 

h   a v   3V /•1r^^ 
-UF (10) 
P 

The first derivatives of the quantities p, p, v can be discontinous across 

the characteristic lines. Therefore from equations (8), (9) and (10) we 

have the determinant 
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3r 

(if *" ^ 3t or 

PV3t 3r^ 

Ü 
3r 

(11) 

from whence we get 

^ (11)2 .   (ü.u|i)3 

f v3r; lat 3rJ 

il .  wil , u ii) af 3^ " "   (lt * u ^ 

from which wc get the relation along the characteristic direction as 

It'  {u±  af) 

From equation (3) we see that 

dr 
dt 

= u 

is already a characteristic direction. 

Therefore the characteristic directions for one-dimensional, non-steady, 

reactive flow are 

dr 
Ht = u + al (12) 

*      I 

MHMMMMiMto 
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£ - u - af (13) 

and 

af - u (i4) 

The characteristic relations which apply along theie directions may be 

derived from the above determinant system, but ave obtained more easily 

in the body of the text. 
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